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Call for Comments:

Editor’s Draft Consolidation of IEEE 802.16/802.16a/802.16c

Deadline: 1 September 2003

During its Session #26, IEEE 802.16 Working Group on Broadband Wireless Access agreed to forward a PAR

(IEEE 802.16-03/26r3 <http://ieee802.org/16/docs/03/80216-03_26r3.pdf>) to convert the P802.16d

Amendment project into a Revision of IEEE Std 802.16, as amended by IEEE Stds 802.16a and 802.16c. The

IEEE 802 LMSC forwarded that PAR for IEEE-SA approval, which is expected on 11 September.

In preparation for project development under the new PAR, a professional consolidation of IEEE Stds 802.16,

802.16a, and 802.16c has been commissioned and completed. That Editor’s Draft is now available, using the

Working Group password, at <http://ieee802.org/16/private/drafts/tgd/P80216-2003_D0.zip>. It includes

embedded notes from the editor, calling out assumptions, questions, and recommendations that arose in the

consolidation project. Additional materials that may be useful in understanding the consolidation are:

• letter from the editor summarizing additional comments:

http://ieee802.org/16/tgd/docs/80216d-03_11.pdf

• cross-reference tables showing the relationship between figure and table numbers in the consolidated

version, as compared to the numbers in the three source standards:

http://ieee802.org/16/tgd/docs/80216d-03_12.pdf

The Editor’s Draft is open to comments on two topics:

1. Issues that arise as a result purely as a result of the consolidation of the standards. These will be primarily

editorial.

2. Issues, technical as well as editorial, appropriate to the revision of this document, as described in the

submitted, revised P802.16d PAR (IEEE 802.16-03/26r3).

Prepare comments using Commentary for resolution during Session #27. Email your exported Commentary

comments to “rev@wirelessman.org” <mailto:rev@wirelessman.org>.

Associated document contributions should use TGd contribution numbering (“C802.16d/03-XX”) and are

subject to the same September 1 deadline. See <http://WirelessMAN.org/submit.html>, refer to IEEE 802.16-

03/38, and use the TGd submission upload directory <http://tgd.wirelessman.org>.

Submit your contribution by the deadline of 1 September 2003.

For further information, contact:

• IEEE 802.16 Working Group Chair: Roger Marks <mailto:marks@nist.gov>
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